2011 Awards and Prizes

The following awards were presented prior to the baccalaureate ceremony:

UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE AWARDS

DEAN BLOUNT SOCIAL IMPACT AWARD
Presented to socially aware seniors who have demonstrated outstanding initiative, leadership and service to create a lasting impact in the New York City community and beyond
AASHISH SHAH
ANNA SMUKOWSKI

EUGENE J. KEOGH AWARD
Presented to the senior who has achieved the highest level of academic excellence and demonstrated a commitment of service to the NYU Stern Undergraduate College
MATTHEW J. PREMUS

JOHN BEN SNOW AWARD
Presented to an outstanding senior at NYU Stern on the basis of his or her scholastic record and participation in University or College activities
VITALI BOURCHTEIN

JOHN STEVENSON LEADERSHIP AND COMMUNITY BUILDING AWARD
Presented to community-minded seniors who have shown leadership in creating an environment that fosters personal exploration, peer collaboration and community engagement at NYU Stern
DANI ELLE EVEN
JONEILE PATRICK-LYEWSANG
LORNA MI RTON HAJ DI NI
VAROON MOHAN SACHDEV
JOY D. LI

LAURENCE A. TISCH ALUMNI CONNECTIONS AWARD
Presented to forward-looking seniors who have done the most to cultivate meaningful alumni-student connections and inspire lifelong pride in NYU Stern
LI NA LI
CHI NEMEREM MMEGWA

STERN GLOBAL CITIZEN AWARD
Presented to globally conscious seniors who have demonstrated a commitment to learning about our global society and have shown leadership in fostering connections across international borders
BENJ AMIN BAUER FUNK
ZACHARY S. GITOMER

THEODORE RACOOSIN BACCALAUREATE AWARD
Presented to the Baccalaureate student speaker
DANI ELLE EVEN

THE VALEDICTORIAN AWARD
Presented to the senior with the highest grade point average
SUE LEE

DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS

Accounting Department
EISNER AND LUBIN AWARD
Presented to a graduating senior majoring in accounting who shows, by academic achievement and traits of character and mind, promise of future professional, academic or business success in accounting or taxation
DANYU WEI

F.W. LAFRENTZ AND COMPANY PRIZE
Presented to the senior enrolled in the BS/MS Accounting program who achieved the highest academic ranking in the BS/MS program
KRISTIANA BANKOVA

NEW YORK STATE SOCIETY OF CPA’S
Presented to a senior majoring in accounting who has achieved the highest academic ranking in the major and who demonstrated the Society’s high standards of integrity, honor, and character
CONNOR S. FORAN

Economics Department

AWARD FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN ECONOMICS
Presented to the senior who has achieved academic excellence in his or her economics major courses and has demonstrated the potential for success in an economics-related field
NICHOLAS ANTHONY LI PINSKI

Finance Department

LLOYD E. DEWEY MEMORIAL PRIZE
Presented to the senior majoring in finance on the basis of academic excellence in finance and for service to his or her fellow students through participation in extracurricular activities
DEXTER C. HOPEN

AWARD FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN FINANCE
Presented to seniors who have achieved academic excellence in their finance major courses and have demonstrated the potential for success in a finance-related field
ZACHARY M. GROSS
HYUNG-SUK KIM
SUE LEE
SRUTHI V. MYLAVARAPU
IAN JACOB PERLMAN

Information, Operations, and Management Sciences Department

W. EDWARDS DEMING AWARD
Presented to the senior majoring in any of the IOMS majors who symbolizes the qualities of scholarship and leadership, and who exhibits potential for a successful career
JEFFREY LI-JUNG YEN

International Business Department

AWARD FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Presented to the senior who has achieved academic excellence in his or her international business major courses and has demonstrated the potential for success in an international business-related field
HUGO BUIST RODRIGUES

Management Department

AWARD FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN MANAGEMENT
Presented to the senior who has achieved academic excellence in his or her management major courses
and has demonstrated the potential for success in a management-related field

LENA-SOPHIE KRUPS

Marketing Department

AWARD FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN MARKETING
Presented to the senior majoring in marketing who has demonstrated excellence in his or her marketing major courses and has demonstrated the potential for success in a marketing-related field

ANNA PALEY

PRISCILLA A. LABARBERA AWARD
Presented to the senior majoring in marketing who has demonstrated excellence in scholarship as well as creative leadership within NYU or the larger community

AMY K. WONG